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**J. Ramon Gil-Garcia** is an Associate Professor in the Department of Public Administration and the Director of the Data Center for Applied Research in Social Sciences at Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) in Mexico City. Dr. Gil-Garcia is a member of the National System of Researchers as Researcher Level II. In 2009, he was considered the most prolific author in the field of digital government research worldwide. Currently, he is a Research Fellow at the Center for Technology in Government, University at Albany, State University of New York (SUNY) and a Faculty Affiliate at the National Center for Digital Government, University of Massachusetts Amherst. Dr. Gil-Garcia is the author or co-author of articles in numerous prestigious academic journals. Some of his publications are among the most cited in the field of digital government research worldwide. His research interests include collaborative electronic government, inter-organizational information integration, smart cities and smart governments, adoption and implementation of emergent technologies, information technologies and organizations, digital divide policies, new public management, public policy evaluation, and multi-method research approaches.

* * *

**David F. Andersen** is Distinguished Service Professor of Public Administration, Public Policy, and Information Science at the Rockefeller College, University at Albany. His work centers on applying system dynamics, systems thinking, and information technology approaches to problems in the public, not-for-profit, and private sectors, especially using group modeling approaches. He is co-author of *Introduction to Computer Simulation: The System Dynamics Modeling Approach*, winner of the Forrester Award in 1983, and winner of the System Dynamics Society Outstanding Service Award in 2011.

**Melanie Bicking** is working as an advisor in the department of IT-Strategy and IT-Planning and Service-Level-Management of the Federal Bureau of Information Technology of the German Federal Office of Administration thereby contributing to the IT consolidation taking place within the business unit of the Federal Ministry of the Interior. Besides, she can look back on six years of active life as a researcher at the University of Koblenz-Landau where she worked in several EU-funded projects such as eGovRTD2020, DEMO-net, MOMENTUM, CROSSROAD, OCPOMO, and eGovPoliNet. Further, she was/is member of several program committees of and reviewer for well-known conferences in the field of E-Government such as I3E, EGOV and ICEGOV. Her research interest and experiences, which are documented in several publications, lay in the field of strategic planning, IT governance, e-government including e-democracy and e-administration as well as socio-political communication and international cooperation.
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Katherine M. Boland is a researcher specializing in the application of technology to nonprofit and public sector organizations. Dr. Boland has published and presented research on electronic advocacy, Astroturf, e-government, search engine strategies, and nonprofit technology. She is currently working on social media and e-government. She is a Researcher and Data Analyst in Library Services at Rowan University (New Jersey). Her prior positions include: research associate, community planner, and development professional.

Fatma Bouaziz is a lecturer in Management at the Faculty of Economics and Management of Sfax, Tunisia. She got her Ph.D. in management in 2011 from the same faculty. Her researches focused on the use of ICT by government, their organizational impacts, and abilities to improve public services delivery. Her doctoral thesis deals with the risk management of e-government projects in the case of the Tunisian government.

Jamil Chaabouni is Professor in Management studies at the Faculty of Economics and Management of Sfax in Tunisia. He received a Ph.D. degree in management science, in 1980, from the University Philipp of Marburg / Federal Republic of Germany. Dr. Chaabouni leads a Research Unit on Management studies. His research interests include governance, strategy and organisational structure, organisational change and information management. He is author or co-author of over 40 scientific publications and study reports. He served as vice dean of the Faculty of Economics and Management of Sfax and as director of studies. He leads several cooperative research projects with the universities of Toulouse, Marseille in France and Technical University Berlin. He performed consultancy work and expertise with, among others, the National Center for Informatics, the IGL group, the SITEC El KHOUTAF group, the Tunisian Institute for Strategic Studies, the National Council of Statistics, the Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.


Sharon Dawes is Senior Fellow at the Center for Technology in Government (CTG) and Professor Emerita of Public Administration and Policy and Informatics at the University at Albany, State University of New York. As the founding Director of CTG, from 1993-2007, she led the Center to international prominence in the field of digital government research. Her research interests are cross-boundary information sharing and collaboration, international digital government research, and government information
strategy and management. A fellow of the US National Academy of Public Administration, she was elected the first President of the Digital Government Society of North America in 2006. She serves on advisory committees for NSF, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), and the United Nations University International Institute for Software Technology (UNU-IIST). Under her leadership, CTG received several prestigious national awards including an Innovations in American Government Award, sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

Sukumar Ganapati is an Associate Professor in the Department of Public Administration, School of International and Public Affairs at Florida International University. Dr. Ganapati’s research deals with the role of institutions in the urban context, particularly with respect to housing, community development, and information technology. He has published in top ranked peer reviewed research journals in public administration and planning. At FIU, he has taught graduate courses in information technology, economic development, development administration, and research methods. He has been a principal investigator (PI) of two information technology related research projects funded by the IBM Center for the Business of Government.

G. R. Gangadharan is working as a researcher at IBM Research India. His areas of research interests include Internet technologies (service-oriented computing and cloud computing), green information systems and energy-efficient computing, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for emerging markets, Free and Open Source Systems (FOSS), and enterprise information systems. He has over 45 publications in international conference proceedings and journals. He is a member of IEEE. He holds a PhD in Information and Communication Technology (with Doctor Europaeus) from the University of Trento, Trento, Italy, and the European University Association; an MS in Information Technology from Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy; and an MSc in Computer Science from Manonmaniam Sundaranar University, Tirunelveli, India.

Christos Georgousopoulos holds an H.N.D. (1997) in Computer Science from British-Hellenic College, Athens, a B.Sc. (1999) and a Ph.D. (2005) in Computer Science from University of Wales, Cardiff. He has over ten year of experience in the research field, and from 2000, he has published more than 25 scientific research papers in journals and conferences, and contributed in the authoring of book chapters. In 2006, he joined the INTRASOFT International S.A. and currently he is a project manager in the Research and Innovation Development department. Current research interests entail software engineering and innovative software development techniques, cloud-computing, and service-oriented architectures with particular focus to e-Government field.

Elena Gorbacheva is undertaking PhD studies in Information Systems (IS) and is working as a research assistant at the European Research Center for Information Systems in Muenster, Germany. Elena gained a TEMPUS Fellowship grant during her Master’s in IS studies at the University of Muenster and a Hilti Fellowship grant during her PhD studies. The areas of her research interest include Gender Issues in IS, e-Inclusion, and e-Government.
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Mary Griffiths, Associate Professor in Media at the University of Adelaide’s research interests focus on the social and political impact of new technologies, participatory media, journalism 2020, policy consultations and new narrative forms. Scholarly work includes the editorial boards of *International Journal of Media & Cultural Politics; EJEG: The Electronic Journal of e-Government; and Communication, Politics, and Culture*, for which she is co-editing a special issue, ‘China’, 45.2, 2012. She has held leadership roles at Monash University and the University of Waikato NZ. International visiting research professorships include Napier University and *The Center for Teledemocracy*, Edinburgh (2002), and the School of International Communications, University of Leeds, UK (2009). She led the establishment of the Media discipline, and awards in digital and participatory media, developing university-industry partnerships and community engagement through the largest Humanities and Social Sciences Internship program with links to corporate communications and government agencies.

Teresa M. Harrison is Professor in the Department of Communication, Faculty Fellow affiliated with the Center for Technology in Government, and a faculty member affiliated with the College of Computing and Information, all at the University at Albany. Her research focuses on democratic processes in organizations, new information and communication technologies, and the relationship between democracy, electronic government, and new technologies. She has served as chair of the Communication and Technology Division of the International Communication Association and chair of the Organizational Communication Division of the National Communication Association. She serves on the editorial boards of several journals in the communication discipline and is managing editor of the *Electronic Journal of Communication* (http://www.cios.org/www/ejcrec2.htm).

Marc K. Hébert, PhD, is a cultural anthropologist whose research deals with the anthropology of e-government, design, and public policy among urban communities in North America and Australia. He is particularly interested in cross-disciplinary collaboration to improve how a diverse public experiences government information and services. Marc is currently a fellow for the nonprofit organization Code for America in San Francisco, California where he is also conducting post-doctoral research about digital citizenship.

Yejin Hong is a doctoral candidate in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication, University of Minnesota. She earned B.A. and M.A. at the Sogang University in South Korea. Her research focuses on news framing, media sociology, global communication, citizen/participatory journalism, and online civic engagement. She is the author or coauthor of many conference papers and her research articles have been published in *Journal of Global Mass Communication, New Media and Society*, and *International Communication Gazette*. She has taught several undergrad courses, including *Information Strategy* and *Internet and Global Society*.

Anshu Jain works at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center in New York as a Global Technology Outlook Co-Lead, leading the creation of the technical strategy of IBM Research, and is responsible for the end to end execution of this exercise from the call for ideas to initial reviews, to topic formations until the final GTO 2013 topics emerge. His core areas of work at IBM have been in Service Design Tooling and Lightweight Service Delivery Analytics. He also led major research efforts in the area of service quality and building consumable analytics tools for the IBM Global Service Delivery teams for
which he has received 3 Research Accomplishment Awards, and an Outstanding Technical Achievement Award. He is the author of several US Patent Applications and in areas of service delivery, analytics, and user interaction. He graduated from IIIT-Bangalore with a Masters Degree in Information Technology, where he continues to be a visiting lecturer for the software engineering department. He has been the recipient of several key National Awards for his academic achievements, including the GE Foundation Post Graduate Scholarship for Leadership and Academic Excellence, the Dhirubhai Ambani Scholarship for Undergraduate Studies, and the National Talent Search Exam Scholarship for High School and Undergraduate Studies.

**Ralf Klischewski** graduated at Hamburg University in informatics and political science and holds a Doctoral degree in informatics. Since September 2004, he is Professor of Information Systems at the Faculty of Management Technology, German University in Cairo, Egypt. He is co-editor of several works on organizational aspects of computing, including *Social Thinking–Software Practice* (MIT Press, 2002) and *Wissensbasiertes Prozessmanagement im E-Government* (LIT Verlag, 2005). His research has appeared in Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science and journals such as *Government Information Quarterly, International Journal of Public Administration, Business Process Management Journal,* and *Electronic Government: An International Journal.* His recent research focuses on the interrelation of semantic Web and e-government as well as open government.

**Panagiotis Kokkinakos** holds a MSc. in Electrical and Computer Engineering from the National Technical University of Athens and an MBA in Techno-Economic Systems. Currently he is a PhD candidate in the field of Decision Support Information Systems. He has three-year experience in the areas of eGovernment, eParticipation and Management and Monitoring of domestic or EC co-founded Projects (including the COCKPIT project [Citizens Collaboration and Co-Creation in Public Service Delivery], eMPOWER project [Empowering Citizens to Influence the Decision Making and Policy Formulation on Environmental Issues], ENSEMBLE project [Envisioning, Supporting and Promoting Future Internet Enterprise Systems Research through Scientific Collaboration], IMAGINE Project [Innovative End-to-End Management of Dynamic Manufacturing Networks], etc.), mainly for the public sector. He has expertise in the analysis and modelling of Information Systems, Statistical Processing Applications (SPSS), ontology building (Protégé), and also in planning and conducting presentations. Finally, he speaks fluent English and Italian.

**Lemma Lessa** is a Lecturer at the School of Information Sciences, Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia. He holds a M.Sc. degree in Information Sciences and has joint the internationally supported PhD program in Information Systems at Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia. His teaching interest is on the social and management aspects of the design, adoption, and use of Information Systems. His research interest is on the behavioral, socio-cultural, and organizational aspects of Information Systems in general; and the adoption and evaluation of e-Government in particular.

**Luis Felipe Luna-Reyes** is a Professor of Business at the Universidad de las Américas Puebla in México. He holds a Ph.D. in Information Science from the University at Albany. Luna-Reyes is also a member of the Mexican National Research System. His research focuses on electronic government and on modeling collaboration processes in the development of information technologies across functional and organizational boundaries.
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John G. McNutt is Professor of Public Policy and Administration at the University of Delaware. Dr. McNutt is a specialist in the application of high technology to political and social engagement. His work focuses on the role of technology in lobbying, e-government and e-democracy, political campaigning and deliberation, organizing and other forms of political participation. He has conducted research on professional associations, child advocacy groups, consumer and environmental protection groups, social action organizations and legislative bodies. His most recent work looks at Web 2.0 political change technology and e-government and fiscal transparency. Dr. McNutt has co-edited or co-authored four books and many journal articles, book chapters and other publications. He regularly presents at National and International conferences. He sits on several editorial boards. McNutt was a grant reviewer (1999-2003) for the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Technology Opportunities Program.

Hyung Min Lee is an assistant professor at Department of Media Communication, Sungshin Women’s University, South Korea. He received a Ph.D. degree from the University of Minnesota and an M.A. degree from the University of Florida. He has academically focused on theorizing public diplomacy from a governmental public relations perspective and evaluating effects of new media platforms for public communication. His recent work has appeared in Journal of Sport Management, New Media & Society, and International Communication Gazette. He teaches strategic communication and international communication courses.

Dušan Mundar is teaching and research assistant at Faculty of Organization and Informatics (FOI) Varaždin, University of Zagreb, Croatia. He joined FOI in 2006 to teach and research on quantitative methods in business and finance. Before that, he worked as a life insurance actuary. He holds graduate university degree in mathematics (mathematical statistics and computing), passed exams for investment adviser’s license and certified pension insurance company manager’s license at Croatian financial services supervisory agency (HANFA), among others. He is specializing his knowledge at postgraduate study of actuarial mathematics, postgraduate study of Business Systems Management and postgraduate doctoral study “Information Sciences.” His research interests are: quantitative methods in management, financial and actuarial modeling, pension systems, applied probability and public procurement.

Bjoern Niehaves is Professor for E-Governance and Innovation at the Hertie School of Governance. He is also Schumpeter Fellow of the Volkswagen Foundation and a Visiting Professor at the Aalto School of Economics, Helsinki. He received a PhD in Information Systems and a PhD in Political Science from Muenster University. Niehaves held visiting positions at Harvard University (Cambridge, MA), London School of Economics and Political Science, Waseda University (Tokyo), and the Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm). He has published more than 150 articles in international journals and conferences proceedings.

Petra Peharda is an expert associate in International Projects Centre and Application Development Centre at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics (FOI) in Varaždin, University of Zagreb, Croatia. She graduated at FOI in 2009 on thesis Social Network Analysis. Currently, she is involved in postgraduate doctoral study „Information Sciences“ at FOI. Her main fields of interest and research are project management, e-learning, and social network analysis. She participated in several international projects (FP7, IPA, EUREKA, Tempus).
Ralf Plattfaut works as a research assistant and Ph.D. candidate at the European Research Center for Information Systems, University of Muenster. He holds both a Master and a Bachelor of Science in Information Systems from the University of Muenster. He also studied Business Process Engineering at the Hochschule Liechtenstein, Liechtenstein. During his Master’s studies, he received a Hilti Fellowship grant. Ralf’s research areas are collaborative business process management, ICT and aging, as well as e-government. He published in international journals (e.g. BPMJ) and presented work on various conferences (e.g. ICIS).

Antonis Ramfos joined INTRASOFT International in 1997 and is currently the Research & Innovation Delivery Director. His main responsibilities include the provision of high quality, practical, knowledge-based research, advice and management support services to policy makers responsible for putting research and innovation policy and programmes into practice. Moreover, Dr. Ramfos is responsible for the R&D strategy formulation, conception and management of R&D projects, (both externally and internally funded), innovation transfer to commercial solutions of the company and finally the promotion and commercial exploitation of R&D results. His current research interests include, Software and Service Engineering; Knowledge and Content Management Technologies; e-Business and e-Government systems; and e-Commerce and m-Commerce systems.

Christopher G. Reddick is a Professor of Public Administration and Department Chair at the University of Texas at San Antonio, USA. Dr. Reddick has published numerous articles and books on public administration and information technology. He is the editor of the book series Public Administration and Information Technology (Springer). Dr. Reddick also has published the textbook, Public Administration and Information Technology (Jones and Bartlett Learning). Some of his publications have appeared in leading public administration journals such as Public Administration Review, Government Information Quarterly, and Public Administration and Development.

Alexandru V. Roman is a Ph.D. Candidate, School of Public Administration, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, USA. He holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration from State University of New York Institute of Technology and a Master’s degree in Economics from State University of New York at Albany. His research focuses on public finance, public management, public procurement, and e-government. His has authored or co-authored articles that have appeared in journals such as Public Performance and Management Review, Administrative Theory & Praxis, Journal of Public Procurement, and International Journal of Electronic Government Research.

Rodrigo Sandoval-Almazán is Professor at the Research Center of Business School in the Autonomous State University of Mexico, in Toluca City Mexico. Professor Sandoval-Almazan has been author and co-author of articles published on Government Information Quarterly, Information Technology for Development, Electronic Journal of E-Government, and Journal of E-Democracy and Open Government. He has lectured on topics such as Information Systems for business, E-government metrics, electronic commerce, and Digital Divide. His research interests include electronic government metrics, social networks and open government.
Djoko Sigit Sayogo is a candidate to PhD at Rockefeller College of Public Administration and Policy, the University at Albany, State University of New York. He is a Fulbright Presidential Scholarship grantee for 2008 to 2011. He is currently working for the Center for Technology in Government in the University at Albany to support research projects on a data interoperability framework to support global food chain governance for sustainable product. His international experience includes acting secretary of Indonesian counterpart in international collaboration between, the Netherlands Agency and the Indonesian counterparts. He has actively participated in key conferences of e-government such as Dg.o, ICEGOV, e-government track of HICSS as well as conference in informatics such as SocInfo. His publications involve both empirical and conceptual studies on recent issues regarding digital government, collaborative networks, and data sharing.

Yehia Taher is a Senior Researcher at the European Research Institute in Service Science. His primary skills are in the analysis, design of and implementation of service-oriented systems with a particular focus on complex event processing and Service Oriented Architectures. Dr. Taher received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Claude Bernard University of Lyon 1, France in 2009. His research has been undertaken within both the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) Group of LIRIS CNRS UMR 5205 Research centre and the Web Service Research Group of the Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble (LIG). A part of his research has been carried out within the Business Process Management (BPM) research group of Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane, Australia. He was a Lecture and Research Associate at Claude Bernard University of Lyon 1 from 2008 - 2010. He is a co-review committee member for several conferences and journals.

Neven Vrček is Full Professor at the Faculty of Organization and Informatics (FOI) in Varaždin, University of Zagreb, Croatia where he teaches several courses on graduate and postgraduate level. His main areas of interest and research are software engineering, electronic business, and electronic government. As a scientist and researcher he participated or leaded numerous projects in the domain of his interest and served as consultant to government and private sector organizations. He is member of several professional and scientific societies. Presently he is editor of Journal of Information and Organizational Sciences and head of doctoral program at FOI.

Kevin Y. Wang is an assistant professor at Butler University’s College of Communication in Indianapolis, USA. He holds a Ph.D. in Mass Communication from the University of Minnesota and an M.C. in Digital Media from the University of Washington. Before joining the Butler faculty, he was a Consortium for Faculty Diversity Fellow at DePauw University. Kevin teaches public relations and advertising in the strategic communication program at Butler and conducts research on the social and political implications of new communication technologies. He has authored scholarly articles on e-government, online consultation, online public diplomacy, political campaigns on the Web, and virtual communities.
Maria A. Wimmer, full professor for e-government and chair of research group e-government at University of Koblenz-Landau, Germany. She studied Computer Science at the University of Linz, Austria. After a two-year research stay on designing safety critical systems for train traffic control in Italy, she turned her focus onto ICT in the public sector (Linz, 1999-2004, research and teaching with the University of Linz; Vienna, 2005-2005, with the Austrian Federal Chancellery; Koblenz, 2005 – now). Her main research focus lies in e-government, open government and e-participation with various facets (holistic design, enterprise architecture, conceptual modeling, ontology and knowledge management, procurement, standardization and interoperability, stakeholder involvement, technology use, evaluation and measurement, policy development, etc.). She is principal investigator and coordinates several EC-funded research projects, co-organizes international conferences on e-government and chairs the IFIP WG 8.5 and the German Society of Informatics working group RVI. Further information about her work is available online at http://www.uni-koblenz.de/agvinf/.

Xenia Ziouvelou is a senior research scientist and a teaching fellow at Athens Information Technology (AIT) since 2007. She holds a Ph.D in Industrial Economics and an MSc in International Business both from the Lancaster University (UK) and a B.Sc. in Business Administration from the American College of Greece (GR).